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Play along with Mandarin Quest on iOS
Published on 12/03/13
Hong Kong based Applusoft Limited has announced the recent release of Mandarin Quest 1.0
for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch devices. The game seamlessly blends together Chinese
language learning game features and innovative RPG style together with an epic action to
bring mobile gamers some of the most unique quest challenges available on iOS. The game
features stunning original design, turning game action into a mentally engaging
interactive learning experience.
Hong Kong, China - Applusoft Limited, an innovative mobile applications developer, is
excited to announce the launch of the recent release of Mandarin Quest 1.0 onto the App
Store. Compatible with iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch devices. Mandarin Quest is an
extremely addictive yet immensely powerful learning game that seamlessly blends together
Chinese language features and innovative RPG style together with an epic action to bring
mobile gamers some of the most unique quest challenges available on iOS. The game features
stunning original design, turning game action into a mentally engaging interactive
learning experience.
As accessible as it is addicting, Mandarin Quest throws players into the shoes of Hero,
who has to save people of Silent Village from the devil. To better control the villagers,
the devil took away their Chinese language skill by using magic and now the hero must
conquer the devil and restore the language skill of the villagers. That said, the essence
of the game is simple enough, players have to give right answers and name Chinese numbers,
animals and much more. The further players get - the more different tactic books he
collects and the sooner he can conquer the devil. Game also offers Training mode where
users can learn how to spell and pronounce numbers, names of the animals and other useful
info.
Mandarin Quest by Applusoft Limited also offers nine Chinese language barriers in the
mountains which are specially designed to test players understanding of words they have
reviewed tin the Training mode. The app features clear Status system that tracks the
player's performance throughout the game. Though the app has an educational focus - and no
shortage of educational tools on hand - its emphasis on vibrant graphics and dynamic game
action that turns this app into a pleasurable game experience rather than a dry
educational one. Indeed, this attention to the user experience shines through, positioning
Mandarin Quest as one of the premiere Chinese learning and vocabulary expanding education
apps available for iOS.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* 87.5 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Mandarin Quest 1.0 is currently Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Games category.
Applusoft:
http://www.applusoft.com
Mandarin Quest 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id708946993
Screenshot:
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http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/fb/73/03/fb7303e8-3919-41a1-0d45-115dc386a074/scr
een568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/58/01/15/5801155a-4e52-8fec-8946-495ee4cd61e4/mzl
.bzcgtdgn.175x175-75.jpg

Located in Hong Kong Applusoft Limited is an emerging mobile app development company
focused on creating apps that blend effective interactive educational principles with the
fun of mobile gaming for the benefit of mobile consumers around the globe. (C) Applusoft
Limited. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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